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ABSTRACT
The scares of conventional energy resources and negative environmental impact of non renewable energy recourses are
accelerating the technologies for new non conventional environment friendly energy options. Most of utility the grids
are saturated with bulk energy resources but there are plenty of available small scale energy resources distributed
around regions. Most of them are identified as wind, photo voltaic (PV), solar thermal and waste heat from industries
and cooling tower of combined cycle power plants. It is difficult to gain full potential from these renewable energy resources as when they are connected to the power system individually, it leads to hindering the system stability. Microgrid is an attractive option to harness the benefits offered by distributed generation, eliminating constraints on high
penetration of Distributed Energy Resources (DER). The microgrid provides an interface between central grid and micro devices to overcome these individual integration issues. So microgrid should capable to address those issues to optimize grid stability and power quality. Control system of the microgrid can be discriminated as voltage and frequency
control, power flow balancing, load sharing, and protection as well as islanding and resynchronization. This research is
focused on design and development of a microgrid test-bed for experimenting several kinds of microgrid topologies and
coordination of individual components with a well defined energy management scheme.
Keywords: Microgrid; Distributed Generation; Renewable Energy

1. Introduction
The scares of conventional energy resources and negative
environmental impact of non renewable energy recourses
are accelerating the technologies for new non conventional environment friendly energy options. Most of the
utility grids are saturated with bulk energy resources but
there are plenty of available small scale energy resources
distributed around region. Most of them are identified as
wind, photo voltaic (PV), solar thermal and waste heat
from industries and cooling tower of combined cycle power plants. It is difficult to gain full potential from these
renewable energy resources as when they are connected
to the power system individually, it leads to hindering the
system stability. This is basically due to uncertainty, randomness, intermittent and uncontrollable nature of these
resources [1,2]. The microgrid is a well defined option to
ensure the benefits offered by distributed generation [35]. Microgrid is integrated with those distributed energy
resources and it is appeared as a single bulk energy supply to the central grid at the point of common coupling.

2. Overview of the Microgrid
The microgrid is an emerging technology for enhancing
the productivity of the existing power system in a region.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

It is integrated with small scale distributed generators,
distributed storages and variety of consumer loads [6-8].
Microgrid defers from central grid due to the decentralize
control architecture and active behavior of the low voltage (LV) distribution system rather than passive behavior
(see Figures 1(a) and (b)). Microgrid does not have
DERs with the growth of demand for clean and environment friendly energy sources, the microgrid plays a key
role by integrating collections of controllable micro
sources and loads into the central power system. Microgrid is a power system operates autonomously which
supply reliable and high quality electric power at the
point of customer side.
Microgrids allow for generation technologies from a
wide variety of primary energy sources, often they are
renewable and waste energy forms along with storage
devices such as Combined Heat and Power (CHP), Fuel
Cells, Wind turbines, Solar PV and Microturbines. It also
consist small internal combustion engines and micro hydros. Total capacity of a microgrid is not more than 10
MVA. Controlled loads are operating in an autonomous
manner hopefully without necessity of real time communication. DERs are unlikely introduced several constraints
when they are connected to the central grid [9]. Small
number of grid connected DERs may not make consideSGRE
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rable issue on the stability of the high-voltage transmission systems. However, if lots of DERs connected to the
system then they could have a substantial influence on
grid stability and power quality by affecting voltage and
frequency control, irregular power flow pattern. This is
because of uncontrollable nature of these resources
[10].
Microgrid is an attractive option to harness the benefits offered by distributed generation, eliminating the
constraints on high penetration of DER. The microgrid
provides an interface between central grid and micro devices to overcome these individual integration issues. So
microgrid should be capable to address those issues to
optimize grid stability and power quality. Control system
of the microgrid can be discriminated as voltage and
frequency control, power flow balancing, load sharing,
and protection as well as islanding and resynchronization.
Most of the unreliable components of a power system
are appeared at distribution level. This is because of lack
of technological upgrades at the distribution level. So in
the case of development of microgrid, efficient use of
distribution level resources may concern [11]. High
penetration of DER is caused a structural change in the
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Figure 1. (a) Centralized behavior of the traditional power
system; (b) Decentralized behavior of the modern power
system.
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traditional centralized power system and it use high
technologies at distribution level and power system architecture likely to be lay horizontally at the distribution
level.
Design of a microgrid can be differentiated according
to the applications and expectations. Some microgrids
are developed to achieve high end use reliability and stability. Reliability is a common property for a microgrid.
Microgrids are able to use more reliable and controllable
energy sources like diesel sets, natural energy sources etc.
to ensure reliability and stability of the system. Most of
these types are implemented as a backup system for large
industries and military stations located in remote areas.
Some others will integrate more renewable and waste
energy resources. Overcoming limitations introduced by
these kinds of resources is a challenging task. It is seen
that there is no clear common architecture for microgrids.
So design, implementation and operation of a microgrid
are differentiated according to the purpose.
Microgrids are facilitating to operate in grid connected
mode as well as in islanded mode of operation [12,13].
For both modes of operation there should be an optimized way of integration of all individual components to
ensure the functionality of the microgrid under dynamic
conditions. During the islanded mode energy management is a key aspect for supply the power to critical loads.
Energy Management schemes are introduced for that
purpose. Design and development of Energy management schemes for microgrids are much complicated and
interesting task nowadays in power and energy sector
[14]. More Intelligent control scheme is ensured the much
reliable power to the customer [15].
Energy storage elements in the microgrid supports for
the power balance of the microgrid according to the load
fluctuations and at transient behaviors of the system. Energy storage devices are necessary for a microgrid as all
energy resources are non-dispatchable. Available energy
storage options in the microgrid are batteries, fly-wheels
and super-capacitors [16]. Other than those major storage
elements such as electrolyzes can be used to alleviate the
power fluctuation of the microgrids [17]. Electrolyzes are
used to produce hydrogen from excess power and fuel
cells are reproduced electrical energy from hydrogen.
Among those devices, fly wheel can be used as a central
storage system for the whole microgrid. Energy storage
devices are responsible for [16];
 Insure the power balance in a microgrid at rapid load
fluctuations and transients as DGs with their lower
inertia lack the capability in fast responding to these
disturbances.
 Provides ride through capability when there are dynamic variations in intermittent energy sources and
allows the DGs to operate as dispatchable units.
 Provides the initial energy requirement for a seamless
SGRE
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transition between grid-connected to islanded operation to microgrids.
Microgrids are basically served two kinds of loads;
critical loads and non-critical loads. Critical loads are
basically commercial and industrial loads and residential
loads are categorized as non critical loads [18].
Microgrids are connected to the central grid at the distribution level. Traditional distribution systems are relying lower priority for deploying new technology than
transmission and generation systems in centralized electricity systems. So distribution components were the
more unreliable components in an electricity system.
With the integration of distributed energy resources at
the consumer level, distribution network is no longer act
as a passive network. So we are moving from traditional
unidirectional energy flow to a bidirectional energy flow
system by integrating distributed resources [8]. Key benefits from the microgrid can point out as:
 Microgrid as a whole increase the overall system reliability.
 Increase overall efficiency limits by heat recovery
(CHP).
 Utilization of energy efficient generation resources.
 Integration of renewable energy resources.
 Reduce the network losses.
 Defer the high investment costs required for the network upgrades.
 Reduce the central generation reserve requirements.
 Distributed Generators (DG) provide local voltage
support.
Future and Present prospects for power utilization is to
improve the percentage of renewable generations of the
total generation mix. However microgrid is experienced
several constraints such as reliability improvements are
costly, restricted expansion of centralized system, load
growth, conflicting policy objectives and connection of
intermittent renewable. Therefore more research in these
fields is needed. For this purpose a complete laboratory
scale microgrid is needed and few are already implemented by several researchers [19]. Microgrid test bed is
needed which can be used do research in most of the areas in microgrids. But there is no accepted benchmark
test system for microgrid. Therefore this research is focused on design and development of a microgrid test-bed
for experimenting several kinds of microgrid topologies
and coordination of individual components with a well
defined energy management scheme.

3. Microgrid Test Beds
There is no particular accepted benchmark for microgrids
and its test systems. Research and developments are going at universities and research institutes around the
world. CERT microgrid test bed is the dominant commercialized test system [20]. Several control strategies
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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are suggested to microgrid operation in other various test
systems implanted. Due to high intermittent behavior of
distributed resources is introduced some limitations on
each control strategies. This review is focused some selected microgrid test-beds currently implemented in several regions.

3.1. CERTS Microgrid Test-Bed
The CERTS microgrid test-bed is located at Columgus,
ohio and it is operated by American Electric Power. It
consists of three feeders and one of them is connected
with two convertor based sources driven by Natural gas.
Second feeder is powered by the same kind of source and
other feeder is connected to the utility grid but it can also
be powered by distributed generator when static switch is
closed. Load banks and fault load points are implemented
at each point along the feeders.
Communication is done by Ethernet connection in
between Energy Management System (EMS) and at dynamic operation communication network is not used. So
power sources are operated in distributed autonomous
control with plug and play capabilities. There is no central controller implemented in CERT testbed.
Droop characteristics of each source are controlled by
the real power vs frequency droop and the voltage is
maintained using the reactive power vs voltage droop
and providing the local stability insure there is no circulating reactive current between sources. The thyristor
base static switch is used to control islanding conditions
of the microgrid at any disturbance. IEEE P1547 Standard series say that distributed resources should be islanded at any disturbance of the system. In CERT microgrid that can be achieve through the static switch and
then distributed resources are islanded and those are operated to serve local loads. Load bank at utility side from
the static switch is operated by utility grid. Natural gas
driven sources are fairly controllable than other sources
like wind power and solar PV. Storage elements are more
dominant when there is more intermittent energy sources
are connected in to the system.

3.2. UW Microgrid
UW microgrid is designed to investigate the modeling
and controlling issues in integrating the diesel generators
into microgrids and also including convertor base sources
[21]. The diesel generator is controlled by conventional
mechanical governor to control droop of 3 Hz and voltage controller regulates the voltage. The new microgrid
is being built into specialized high-bay lab space at the
Wisconsin Energy Institute (WEI), which is slated for
completion in early 2013. A facility that will obtain
LEED certification, the WEI building features an open
atrium that brings in natural light and serves as a meeting
SGRE
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place for energy researchers from around the UW-Madison campus.

3.3. The Residential Microgrid of Am Steinweg
in Stutensee—German
This microgrid system is connected to the medium voltage (20 kV) network through a 400 kVA transformer.
Distributed energy sources used in this microgrid is CHP
at 28 kW and PV systems at 35 kW and storages are battery bank with 880 Ah. 100 kW bidirectional inverters
are used at battery banks to convert energy. The maximum power through the transformer is 150 kW [21].
After reviewing of several published research papers,
Table 1 has formulated with the available microgrid test
beds. According to the findings most of the test-beds are
equipped with solar PV, Solar thermal, wind and CHP.
But uses of micro or mini hydros are rare. Therefore the
authors are specifically looking in that area as it is more
important in countries like Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka has good
potential of micro and mini hydro schemes which are
currently serving for rural areas.

4. Control Strategies for Microgrid
Test-Beds
Components of the distribution network at the microgrid
should be included bidirectional power handling capabilities and intelligent control capabilities. In this context,
distribution management system (DMS) should be included more advance applications and operations such as:
 Fast and automatic fault location, prediction, protec-

tion and optimized interruptions capabilities.
 Dynamic and real time power flow analysis.
 Maintain voltage and var levels of optimal operation
conditions according to the dynamic situations.
 Fast short circuit coordination analysis to ensure stability at transient conditions.
Control approaches are based on droop characteristics
on each of individual devices in order to operate entire
network in a stable manner during nominal operating
conditions as well as during the transient conditions.
There are hierarchical control levels used in modern microgrid (MG) technologies. Upper level of the MG is the
MG central controller that provides the technical and
economical management of the MG. Other levels of the
MG are Load control (LC) and microsource control
(MC). Almost all micro sources are connected to the
system through power electronic interfaces and those are
used to control the active and reactive power locally [22].
The load control is achieved by implementing load categories and controls the loads prior to these categories.
Microgrid has lower system inertia compared with
conventional power systems due to lack of rotating
masses. Controlling is much complicated during the transient situations. So there are additional fly wheels are
used as energy storage devices to prevent that issue. Batteries or flywheels are used to provide energy balance
during transient situations. Different types of control
modes for inverter base control mechanisms can be categories as [23]:
 PQ control—the inverter is control to inject controlled active and reactive power to the system.

Table 1. Detailed overview of available microgrid test systems.
DGs

Energy storage

Microgrid
Solar PV

Solar thermal Wind Fuelcell

CHP

Hydro

Diesel/
steam/gas

Battery

Fly wheel

Capacitor

Boston Bar.
(Canada)

-

-

-

-

-

2 × 4.32 MVA

-

-

Inertia of the
generators is
available

-

The CERTs
test-bed (US)

-

-

-

-

-

-

3 × 60 kW

Available

-

-

-

7 kVA

42 kW(2 hrs) +
100 kW(1 hr) +
64 kW(30 mins)
+ auxiliary

-

150 kVAR

CESI
RICERCA
DER test
microgrid
(Italy)

10 kW

8 kVA

-

110 kW
(100 kW
micro turbine
+ 10 kW
Biomass)

The residential
microgrid of
Am steinweg in 35 kWp
stutendee
(German)

-

-

-

28 kW

-

-

100 kW(1/2 hrs)

-

-

Laboratory
scale microgrid
110 W +
system at
1.1 kW
NTUA
(Greece)

-

1 kW

-

-

-

-

4.5 kW(3 hrs)

-

-

34 kW (2 ×
10 + 14)

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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 Droop control—droop control is referred to frequency
regulation of the power system. Active power and
frequency follow linear relationship as reactive power
and system voltage. Frequency is deviated and cannot
recover to its original level.
 V/f control—inverter behave as a voltage source that
controls both magnitude and frequency of the voltage.
In single master operation, single V/f control is used as
the reference voltage. All other inverters are operated in
the PQ control mode and in the multi master operation
there may be more than one inverters operated as VSI. At
the islanded mode of operation the master controller
should maintain the system frequency at desired level.
Then master microsource will be operated at V/f control
mode. When the system is change from islanded mode to
grid connected mode, all the microsources can be operated at PQ control mode in order to achieve high level of
output and efficiency.
Therefore the working mode of the master microsource is always to be transferred between V/f control
mode and PQ control mode. Microgrid is leaved to undertake the unbalance power in the microgrid during grid
connected operation. Microgrid would be better to acting
as a constant load in order to reduce the difficulty of control.
When there is an immediate islanding situation all the
microsources are transferred to the mode of droop control mode and leave them to share load demand according to their droop characteristics. During a planned islanding of a microgrid from utility grid, the power flow
at the point of common coupling (PCC) should reduce
and then disconnect it. Unplanned islanding may be occurred when there is a fault at the grid side or microgrid
side or PCC bus voltage or system frequency is out of the
connecting operation standard [24].
For managing the microgrid several other control techniques have introduced by several authors. Such as algorithms for group size estimation in communication, allocation of workers in embedded systems [25,26]. Some of
the control strategies used by microgrid developers are
summarized in Table 2 [27,28]. From the findings it is
seen that multiagent system development is an emerging
area of this scenario. Therefore authors are looking to use
multiagent system for their control development.

dress major constraints common to the microgrid system
implementation such as load growth, connection of intermittent renewable, restricted expansion of centralized
system and conflicting policy objectives. After proper
calculations the components have selected by the authors
for the proposed test-bed and the specifications of the
selected items are given in Table 3.
Distributed autonomous criteria’s could be applicable
for the microgrid control strategies in order to ensure
high performance and reliability of the microgrid systems.
In this concern all distributed recourses have equal level
of intelligence to take decision and predictions, those are
supported to self controlling and send information to the
other end devices to support to take decisions individually. Intelligent loads, generators, storage devices and
point of common coupling (PCC) actively participate to
achieve system stability and optimal level of operation.
There is no any kind of central control or secondary level
of control and all nodes of the system have equal level of
contribution to take decision about operation state of the
microgrid. Every nodes is taken their own decisions and
every node is capable to process available data and
Table 2. Detailed overview of available control systems of
microgrid test systems.
Microgrid

Control strategy

Boston bar.
(Canada)

Speed-droop control is for parallel operation and
automatic voltage control (AVR) is used for voltage
control at PCC.

The CERTs
test-bed (US)

Power versus frequency control is used and system is
insuring there are no circulating reactive currents
between sources.

CESI RICERCA
DER test
microgrid (Italy)

Local droop control is used.

The residential
microgrid of Am
Steinweg in
Stutendee
(German)

Agent base

Laboratory scale Bidirectional PWM voltage source convertors are
microgrid system used regulate the voltage and frequency at islanded
mode of operation. Uses multi agent systems as the
at NTUA
control architecture.
(Greece)

5. Proposed Microgrid Test System
Proposed microgrid test-bed system (Figure 2) is focused on integration of emerging renewable sources and
distributed control of individual sources, loads and other
components to achieve higher reliability and power quality. It consists with a solar panel, wind plant simulator,
battery storage unit, rotating machines, critical loads and
non critical loads. In this design authors expect to adCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 2. Proposed microgrid test-bed.
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Table 3. Detailed selected components and specifications.
Solar panel

Wind simulator system Battery storage

Rotating
machine

Critical loads

Non-critical
loads

Disconnection
switch

Rated power

4.4 kW

4.4 kW

1.6 kW

0.37 kW

3 kW

5 kW

20 kW

Connected
devices

Sunny boy
(Inverter)*

Windy boy
(Inverter)*

Sunny island
(Inverter)*

Mbed
module*

Mbed
module*

Mbed
module*

Mbed
module*

Breaker selection

MCB TypeC2pole-25 A

MCB TypeC2pole-25 A

MCB TypeC2pole-25 A

Contactor
selection

DILM9-4 kW 1NO

DILM9-4 kW 1NO

DILM103 kW 1NO

DILM177.5 kW 1NO

DILM4022 kW 1NO

19.1 A

19.1 A

6.9 A

1.6 A

38.2 A

Max current
*

MCB TypeC- MCB TypeC- MCB TypeC2pole-6 A
2pole-40 A
2pole-40 A
DILM4022 kW 1NO

*

DILM4022 kW 1NODI
86.9 A
*

Sunny boy (Inverter) : Inverter system for solar PV system; Windy boy (Inverter) : Inverter system for wind power system; Mbed module : Processor based
device for control contactors.

communicate only the information rather than raw data.
All resources can be connected or disconnected in
anytime with the microgrid in ad-hoc manner and it will
not affect for the whole operation of the system. Individual devices has no idea about behavior of other devices
and it knows only its own responsibilities and it is capable to send and receive information relevant to them.

6. Conclusion
Microgrid is a well known solution for power and energy
preservation. Microgrid consists of decentralized control
and distributed components at distribution level of the
central grid. Individual components of the microgrid are
intelligent to change their state to optimized system operation. Microgrids have impacts on national grid in
many aspects. Transmission loss reduction, high service
quality, reduction of demand for distribution and transmission facilities, support for rural electrification and generation redundancy are favorable features for the utility grid. At peak times, microgrids back up for demand
reduction in utility grids by the ways of either reducing
load or increasing generation. When faults occur in utility grid, islanding operation of microgrid is harmful for
equipments and utility networks. Use of conventional
protection schemes in situations like this would cause
problems such as false tripping of feeders and protective
devices, blind protection, unsynchronized reclosing, prevention of automatic reclosing, unwanted islanding etc.
Hence special anti-islanding protection schemes shoul be
used. In cost estimation and tariff decisions, special features and benefits for utility and consumers of microgrids
have to be properly recognized and valued. Therefore
separate tariff categories and legal regulations should be
performed for microgrid usage. The compatibility of microgrids on Sri Lankan national grid should be compared
with data of pilot projects conducted in other countries
and technically analyzed. Rural areas in North and
North-East provinces in Sri Lanka can be recognized as
areas having potential and necessity for microgrid service.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

The legal, economical and social feasibility for microgrids should be studied. The authors are willing to simulate these issues in the proposed microgrid test bed for
finding a good solution for the energy crisis.
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